Help Save James

Outlaw Child Sex-Change Surgery in Texas
Save Children—Protect Religious Liberty
PROBLEM:
1. Doctors perform sex-change surgeries on children in Texas
2. Doctors chemically castrate children as young as 8 years old, to suppress puberty and prepare
children for sex-change surgery. (Search for GENECIS Clinic for details about this program at
Children’s Hospital)
3. Courts force non-custodial parents to pay for transgender therapy and sexual mutilation of their
own children. If parents object, the courts remove parental rights and can jail them. Schools are
going along with it.

REAL LIFE EXAMPLE:
Our friend Jeff has twin 6 year old boys, James and Jude. Jeff is currently
in a very tenuous custody battle as he and his ex-wife each fight for full custody.
When the boys were 3 years old, Jeff’s ex-wife decided that James should not be
a boy. She began dressing him as a girl, calling him by the name “Luna” and
enrolled him in “social transitioning” therapy to prepare him for chemical
castration. This process can begin at age 8.
She has enrolled him in Coppell Schools as a girl. He is currently in
1st grade. The teachers and administrators know that he is a boy, but the
other parents and students are unaware.
As you can imagine, this is very confusing for the child and his brother.
Courts have enjoined Jeff from dressing James as a boy at school,
from teaching him that he is a boy, and from sharing religious teachings
on sexuality and gender.
He has been accused of abuse for saying that his son is a boy.

SOLUTION:
We NEED a law: that will outlaw sex-change surgeries for children
under age 18, outlaw chemical castration by puberty suppression for
psychological treatment, while still allowing it for medical treatment
and restrict courts from removing certain parental rights.
•

No loss of rights for affirming the biological sex of a child.

•

Never force parents to pay for transgender therapy of any kind.

•

Never find abuse for affirming a child’s biological sex.

HOW YOU CAN HELP:
•

PRAY!!!

•

Visit www.savejames.com for updates, to donate to help with legal fees and for more details.

•

SHARE! Contact your local elected officials. Tell all your Christian friends. The more people
that are aware, the better.

*Court documents available upon request
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